LMS CONVEYOR PRODUCTS

LMS-3 DOUBLE PULL KEY SWITCH

Off, Safety and On/Off positions that lessen down time. Personnel can re-set the unit without physically going to the unit to reactivate the switch.

Applications include control of various non-permissible conveyors, product lines, elevator equipment assembly lines and a host of other material handling systems.

Manual operation and control hand lever located on the side of the unit.

Upon proper installation the pull cord switch’s heavy duty contacts provide instantaneous shut-off. A Major safety feature incorporated within the unit becomes evident during scheduled down time for equipment or conveyor repair. The pull cord switch can be manually LOCKED OUT so that no other personnel can activate the switch while repairs are being made.

The 14 amp, 600 volt contacts are designed and arranged for minimal arcing. The P-9 housing is a non-permissible enclosure with easy access for component repair and/or replacement.

*Steel Enclosure
*Plastic Enclosure
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